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1 Physics

Observation

#

A Few Principles of Motion

#

Description of Motion of Objects Over Time



2 Newtonian Physics

Laws:

1. (Inertia) Body in constant motion with no force act-
ing upon it stays in constant motion.

2. F = ma

3. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

G (Law of Gravitation) All bodies attract one another
and:

F � m1m2
r2

.

� There is a background reference frame and absolute
time.



Newton�s Laws + Calculus

#

Projectile Motion (parabola)

Kepler�s Laws (e.g. elliptical orbits)

Orbits: falling continuously!



In Newtonian Physics:

1. Each event occurs at the same to time to every ob-
server in constant motion.

2. Velocities add.

3. By F = ma, any velocity can be achieved.



3 Special Relativity (SR)

Discovered By: Poincaré, Lorentz, Einstein and others.

Laws:

1. (Principle of Relativity) The Laws of physics are the
same in all constant moving frames.

2. (Law of Propagation of Light) Velocity of light c is
constant in a vacuum.

c � 299; 792; 458 meters/s or 186; 282 miles/s.

Combined: the speed of light is constant in all constant
moving frames.

Observation for these Laws: Michelson-Morley 1887 no
preferred reference frame, Fizeau�s experiment late 1800s
no preferred reference frame and supports SR.



Two Thought Experiments of Einstein:

1. Lightning bolts striking.

2. Light emitted on moving train.



Implications of SR:

1. No absolute time!

2. Velocities do not add!

These are important di¤erences between SR and New-
tonian physics.

No absolute time?! Velocities do not add?!

Then what really happens?



Enter the:

LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION

� Tells us how lengths, velocities and time are related
between constant moving frames K and K0 where
K0 is moving at a velocity of v relative to K.

x0 = x�vtr
1�v2

c2

t0 =
t� v

c2
xr

1�v2
c2

9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
Lorentz transformation

x0 = x� vt
t0 = t

)
Galilei transformation

� Lorentz transformation easily derived using Laws of
SR (see Einstein p. 115).



The Lorentz Transformation gives us the SR Velocity
Addition Formula:

Body A moves at a constant velocity a with respect to
body C.

Body B moves at a constant velocity b with respect to
body A. Then:

Velocity of B relative to C =
a+ b

1 + ab
c2

:

Exercise: A is a spaceship travelling with velocity a =
c=2 with respect to a spaceship C. A beam of light B
is emitted in the direction of travel of ship A. How fast
does ship C observe the beam to be travelling? Explain.
What would Newtonian physics predict?

Exercise: If a and b are small compared to c, then what
happens? Explain.



Remarks on SR:

1. SR implies E = mc2.

2. At low speeds, SR formulas reduce to classical for-
mulas. Newton is ok at slow speeds.



4 General Relativity (GR)

Another great leap.

1. Space and time tied together in 4D space-time.

2. Gravity=Geometry (curvature) of 4D space-time.

3. Mathematics of GR is MUCH more di¢ cult com-
pared to SR.

First, how do we think about 4D objects?



5 Geometry

What is dimension?

Answer: Essentially the number of degrees of freedom.

Basic spaces:

0D Point R0 no coordinates
1D Line R1 one coordinate
2D Plane R2 two coordinates
3D Space R3 three coordinates
4D 4-space R4 four coordinates

Think about Rn+1 as many parallel copies of Rn.

Creatures in nature and dimension.



Objects need not be so simple.

� The circle is 1D.

� Surface of sphere, torus, two holed torus, etc., are
all 2D.

� S3 is the three sphere.

Useful to reason by analogy and look at slices.



Let X and Y be subspaces of Rn.

X has dimension i.

Y has dimension j.

X and Y intersect generically.

Then:

Dimension of X \ Y = i+ j � n.

Examples: lines in plane, line and plane in R3, planes in
R3, circle and line in plane, etc.

Exercise: X =line and Y =plane in R4. Find X \ Y .

Exercise: X =plane and Y =plane in R4. Find X \ Y .



Knot: a loop tied in a space.

� No cutting allowed to untie.

Unknot: standard loop that is not knotted.

R2: No knots! Not enough room to tie one. (Easy to
guess, hard to prove)

R3: Lots of knots! Just enough room to tie one and not
enough room to untie one.

R4: No knots! Just enough room to untie any knot.

R5;R6;R7; : : :: No knots. Plenty of room to untie them.

Analogy with trapping an insect in D dimensions.



Back to GR.

Space and time combine to form 4D space-time.

Gravity is a warping of space-time.

Light bending around planets is simply light choosing the
shortest path.



Question: you are on the beach and a person is struggling
in the water. What path do you choose?



Light does the same thing!

Fermat�s principle: light travels along the path that takes
the least amount of time.

This explains refraction.

Also explains how gravity a¤ects an object with no mass
(like light).



Remarks on GR:

GR makes predictions about space-time around us.

Observation can be used to support a theory!

In 1915, GR + Mathematics predicted Black Holes ex-
ist...Before any observational evidence for them existed!


